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Behind every business is a story  
on how it all began. 
We’d like to share ours. 
Sentry Protection Products was formed in 1998 to market the Column Sentry® – the revolutionary,  
original column protector designed to protect building columns from damage from repeated forklift hits.  
That was just the beginning. Following the success of Column Sentry came Rack Sentry®,  
Concrete Wrap™, Corner Sentry® Corner Pro, Park Sentry®, Guard Post™ and Collision Sentry® –  
premium impact resistant products and collision warning systems designed to protect people,  
building and equipment. Add to that the new, revolutionary Column Sentry® FIT and the evolutionary 
Rack Sentry® CONTOUR and you have a line-up of innovative and quality safety products second to none.

Recognized for simple design, exceptional quality and value to users, Sentry products are  
manufactured in North America and Europe and are sold worldwide.

Always on guard!
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Collision Sentry 
Corner Pro
The industrial environment can be a dangerous 
place – constant motion, noise, narrow aisles and 
blind corner intersections. Make it less dangerous 
with Collision Sentry Corner Pro – the collision 
warning system that helps prevent accidents 
causing damage to equipment, facilities and 
people.

Mounted to the rack using the integrated 
magnet mounts, the Collision Sentry Corner Pro 
sends a visual and audio warning when motion 
is detected on both sides of the blind corner – 
creating conditions for a possible accident. With 
a detection zone of 20-25 feet in each direction 
of the corner, Collision Sentry Corner Pro sends a 
warning in ample time to take corrective action.

Easy to install, compact, pre-set and ready to use; 
deploys immediately. Self-powered by standard 
D-Cell batteries (included). Highly visible and 
reliable. 

COLLISION WARNING SYSTEM
Equipment designed to create a safer working environment in industrial buildings where forklift traffic 
and pedestrian traffic intersect.
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Column Sentry FIT
The Column Sentry FIT – a revolutionary column 
protector addressing the challenge of variable 
column sizes – features four interlocking sides 
that slide into place to create a custom fit. No 
more guessing at sizes or trying to find the 
closest size. Corner to corner, uniform protection 
on all sides; safety zone remains constant. 
Features Sentry’s exclusive, patented air chamber 
to deflect impact energy away from the column. 
Column Sentry FIT Small adjusts to fit columns 
from 4”x4” up to 8”x8”’; FIT Medium adjusts to 
fit columns 8”x8” up to 12”x12”. Easy installation 
with VELCRO® straps. The FIT is made with a 
proprietary polyethylene/vinyl mix.

COLUMN PROTECTION
Column protectors minimize the force of tow motor damage to columns, surrounding supports,  
vehicles and operators.
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Concrete Wrap 
Concrete Wrap surrounds concrete columns with a protective 
layer of impact absorbing material that minimizes the force of 
hits from truck and tow motor impact.

Molded from a semi-flexible, crack resistant plastic and filled 
with an optimal 2” thick foam padding, Concrete Wrap is 
extremely flexible, wrapping tightly around the column. 
Ribbed inner surface form fits to a variety of round columns; 
grips securely. Secures to column with hook and loop straps. 
Available in 42” and 48” heights; both sizes are 44” wide. For 
concrete wall protection, Concrete Wrap sheets can be bolted 
to wall surface.

Column Sentry – The Original
Column Sentry, the original, patented column protector 
that minimizes the force of tow motor impact and damage 
to columns, surrounding supports, vehicle and operators. 
Surrounds columns with a cushion of air by way of exclusive, 
patented air chamber. Upon impact, forces air out at a 
controlled rate allowing the column protector to absorb 
impact without splitting the sides. Made with LLDPE – durable 
and flexible. Easy to install; no tools necessary. Highly visible 
standard safety yellow. Available in 15 sizes and a variety of 
applications.
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Rack Sentry CONTOUR
Rack Sentry CONTOUR features round edges and 
a slimmer profile to increase the rack clearance 
available to forklift drivers navigating narrow 
aisles. The more clearance, the less chance of 
tagging the rack protector or rack upright. 
All sizes feature Sentry’s exclusive cut-out to 
accommodate horizontal beam installations. 
Impact to the CONTOUR causes a temporary 
indentation on it surface indicating the rack 
upright has been hit and should be inspected for 
damage. Tapered arms reduce rear face by more 
than 90%; can be removed to maintain a tight fit 
when protecting half-depth racks. Made with a 
proprietary mix of flexible polymers, Rack Sentry 
CONTOUR is 18” tall and comes in sizes to fit rack 
uprights 3” to 4.75”. Also available in end-of-rack 
application.

RACK PROTECTION
Forklift impact damage leads to pallet rack damage, costly repairs, downtime, damaged inventory and 
injury to workers. And here’s the thing. Damage from forklift impact is the number one reason that rack 
systems fail. The best way to prevent rack damage is to protect the racks.
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Rack Sentry
Rack Sentry is ideal for intermediate rack uprights where high visibility and a 
flexible layer of protection are most needed. The product is designed to absorb 
impact by flexing and returning to shape to work again. Installs directly to the 
rack upright, eliminating the need to drill into the floor; putting no stress on the 
floor. Rack Sentry protects the structural integrity of the rack, the inventory and 
the warehouse floor.

Features Sentry’s exclusive, patented air chamber that absorbs impact and 
deflects impact energy away from the rack. Made with semi-flexible, stress-crack 
resistant plastic. Easy installation using hook and loop straps. Available in sizes 
to fit rack uprights 3” to 4.75”; all sizes 18” tall. Rack Sentry Cut-Out featuring a 6” 
offset cut-out 5” from one end and 7” from the other end is ideal to cover racks 
with low beams. Cut-outs available in 3” and 4” sizes.

RS75-CO2
RS75 CO2 is the go-to rack protector 
for low beam applications. The cutaway 
section allows the rack protector to 
accommodate beams anywhere from eight 
inches to floor level. Molded from a semi-
flexible, stress-crack resistant polyethylene, 
the RS75 CO2 features Sentry’s patented air 
chamber that deflects impact energy away 
from the rack. Easy installation with hook 
and loop straps.
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Corner Sentry
Energy absorbing and maintenance free, the 
Corner Sentry offers protection for wall corners 
vulnerable to collision damage. The product 
is a flexible EVA shield that absorbs impact 
and protects both the corner and the vehicle. 
Tapered to provide protection to the corner 
while keeping a low profile. 42” tall. Soft EVA 
exterior won’t scratch vehicles and resists 
cracking for a long time. Fastens with standard 
concrete bolts or screws, construction type 
adhesives or secures with available straps 
through integrated recessed grooves. Covers 
a 4”x4” corner area. Especially effective at 
preventing damage on loading docks and 
overhead door frames where trucks back in to 
unload. Strategically placed “ribs” on the front 
and cut-outs on the back – add strength to 
the Corner Sentry. Offset grommets – allow 
for securing the Corner Sentry with bolts or 
screws without jeopardizing the integrity of the 
substrate.

CORNER PROTECTION
Vehicle impact is a constant problem for wall corners in heavy traffic areas. When traffic is heavy, inside or 
outside work area, vehicles can easily cut a corner and cause severe and unsightly damage to buildings, 
forklifts, hand trucks, and motorized vehicles. Corner guards are important tools for plant and warehouse 
safety; meant to spread impact across a wide area and protect the underlying building material. 
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Straps

Column Caps Filler Sheets

Wall Clips

For Column Sentry 
applications where 
there is a gap due to 
sizing, filler sheets are 
available. These foam 
sheets are 1” x 12” x 
41”. They are sold 12/
carton.

Column Sentry
• STRAP-S 

Column Sentry Small – 52” long; set of 2
• STRAP-M 

Column Sentry Medium – 81” long; set of 2
• STRAP-L 

Column Sentry Large – 109” long; set of 2
• STRAP-XL 

Column Sentry XL – 126” long – set of 2
• STRAP-ADJ 

Column Sentry and Concrete Wrap – 2” x 130”;  
set of 2

Rack Sentry
• STRAP-RS 

Rack Sentry Replacement Strap – 30” long;  
set of 2

Multi-sized caps 
are the answer for 
customers who 
want to prevent 
the Column Sentry 
from being used as 
a trash can or a shelf 
for unwanted items. 
These caps come 
in two sizes – 24” 
medium size and 
a 33” large. Sold in 
cartons of 4; nylon 
fasteners included. Wall clips are used 

with Park Sentry 
Round panels to 
create the Park Sentry 
Wall System. Packaged 
12/carton, the clips 
attach to the wall 
with fasteners (not 
included). Channel 
guides on each clip 
guide the panels into 
place. Clips are 56” 
long.
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PARKING PROTECTION
One in five or 20% of all motor vehicle accidents occurs in a parking lot or parking structure making the 
predictability of collision damage to vehicles or the facility high. Spaces are tight, motion is constant, 
there are varying levels of driving expertise, a maximum number of spaces within a limited amount of 
space and structural columns throughout; conditions that lead to dings, dents scratches, paint damage 
and more. 

Park Sentry 
The Park Sentry is specifically designed to add 
a layer of effective protection around parking 
structure columns and walls. Made of ARPRO® 
– the same high-performance engineering 
material used in automobile bumper systems 
– Park Sentry combines the scratch resistant 
properties of surface protectors with energy 
absorbing materials to form a comprehensive 
damage reduction system. Light weight but 
exceptionally strong, the closed- cell structural 
foam withstands repeated impact with no 
significant loss in shape or form. Park Sentry’s 
edge to edge protection provides progressive 
resistance to force and extra thickness at corners 
to resist damage at most vulnerable spots. Where 
high density parking is necessary, and column-
vehicle interaction is unavoidable, Park Sentry 
can minimize costly repairs and insurance claims.
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Guard Post
An attractive, versatile and visible way to manage vehicle and pedestrian traffic. 
Guard Post is a portable bollard designed for both indoor and outdoor use. This 
water-tight, hollow unit can be filled with ballast to increase stability or can be 
attached to the floor, dock or any other flat base with fasteners. Can be staked to the 
ground if used away from pavement. Removable top is designed to work with plastic 
chain for traffic control. Guard Post is 48” tall with a 14” diameter round base. Each 
side features an inset for reflective tape or sign placement. Made of durable, weather-
resistant polyethylene. A variety of colors available.

Park Sentry Square
A soft, scratch-resistant layer of protection designed to fit any square or rectangular 
column. Flat panel and corner system fits virtually any square or rectangular column. 
Interlocks at corners for edge to edge protection.

Park Sentry Round
Corrugated design wraps around any sized round, curved surface, protecting both 
columns and vehicles from collision damage. Integrated tab and slot aligns and 
connects panels. Multiple layers can be added to enhance protection.

Park Sentry Wall System
A comprehensive damage reduction system that 
custom fits to any size wall. Easy to install, the wall 
system adheres to the space using pre-mounted wall 
clips. Modifies to fit any size wall space.



Sentry Protection Products
16927 Detroit Ave., Suite 3 
Lakewood, OH 44107
(p) +1 216.228.3200
(fax) +1 216.228.3214
1.888.265.8660
info@sentrypro.com

Additional details on  
all of Sentry’s products  
can be found at  
www.sentrypro.com


